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1. FORMULATIONS OF THE ARGITMENT

1.1 Various versions of the logical connection argument (LCA)
have often not been prcperly distinguished.

1.2 The Humean distinct existences requirement (DER) is a basic
assumption of LCA.

1.3 Melden, and others, have taken DER to imply certain ildepen-
dence requirements orf the description of caltse and ef fect.
Collectively, these requirements are designated as 'RID'.

1.3.1 trrle may designate various formulations under RID as 'D-' .

A firät-gtãüp of arguments, based on various P,..,, ""., Ilot
be distiãguiãfred and their logieal structure förmalized.

L.3 .2 Sometimes it is explic
a motive or reason for

itly claimed that the statement of
an action in fact redescribes the

action, so that the descriptions are not appropr aLe v
independenL.

1.4 Melden also clraws a version of LCA from the claim that DER
makes it sensible to suppose that any cause might not have
been the producer of its actual effect; but that this
suppositiòn is not sensible for desires and the actions
they qre said to cause.

1.5 According to G. H. von trüright, the proponent of LCA would
hold that the premises of ã properly formulated practical
syllogism logióally entail its conclusion, whereas the
câusal theorist would deny this. Von !trright presents a
version of LCA based on the claim, roughly, that the prenises
and conclusion of a practical syllogism are not independentiy

, verifiable.

1.6 Some of von l,Iright's coÍtrnents suggest an entailment version
of LCA, and indéed this version has been widely argued.

1.7 Only formulations of LCA which rely upon de digto principles
are to be considered, although comments afle-õffered on 4g--f-g
necessity interpretations of the argument.

2. CAUSAL ÎHEORIES OF ACTIO}I

2.1 Not all causal theories of human behaviour are concerned with
the causes of actions. Some conflate the notions of action
and bodily nrovement. Others take the causes of observabl-e
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behaviour to be inner occurrences like desíres, motives,
and so oD, but consider the occurrences in these causal
relations to constitute actions.

2.2 This thesis defends those causal theories which take these
putative inner occurrences to be causes of actions. It is
especially concerned to defend a Davidsonian causal theory"

2.3 The proponent of LCA has to contend with causal theories
which incorporate a materialist ldentity Theory.

3. SOME REPLTES TO LCA

3.1 Consider the argumenËs based on RID:

3.1.1 It may be claimed that Ëhe causal theorist can satisfy
RTD.

¡.i.f.f If the Identity Theory is acceptable, an abundance of
descriptions is availabLe; although tieing specific
neurological descriptions to intentional counterpart-s
would be a Herculean task.

3. 1. 1. 2 Desi.res , volitions , and so oD, are datable, and hence
describable by using a variety of temporal markers.
I^le might also canvass the possibility of introducing a
primitive vocabulary. Contrary to arguments raised
against them, these descriptions satisfy the first two
formulations under RID.

3.1.1.3 Desires, for example, also seem to be describable along
a variety of intrinsic paramete
recognised by some supporters o
to be that they cannot be given

rs. This has been
f LCA. The reply seems
adequate intrinsic

descriptions.

3.1.2 I^le ,return to the argument of 1.3.2.

3.1.2.1 Davidson has argued that explantion by redescription is
compatible with causal explanation; and, in any case,
that the proponent of LCA misËakes what is merely q
grarmnatical link between independent descriptions for
redescription.

3.1.3 Davidson's last reply applies with equal force to the
arguments based on D, and Dr.

3.2 Davidson considers that, given a dispositional analysis of
wanting, his thesis that reasons are causes of actions comes
under attack from the entailment version of LCA, introduced
in 1.6. Davidson's main defense here is to reject the
dispositional analysis of wanËing.

3,2.1 I^Ihile Davidson's earlier arguments can be defended against
further attacks, he has not made out his case against the
dispositional analysis, nor, hence, against the entailment
version of LCA.
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3.2.2 Davidson can be further criticised, however, f.ot thinking
that the descriptions of reasons are fixed under C1,- and
that Cl is a condition on their description in the first
place. Thus his defense against the enEailment ergument
seems unnecessary.

3.2.3 Moreover, if we suPpose that the entailment argument-
rests upon the assumption that there are no alternative
descriptions, under wfricfr the implication fails, then
that aigument is easily shown mistaken.

3.3.1 The developmenÈ of an argument given by David Pears
suggests that either DER does not imply Dt-D4, oI else
DER is false.

3.3.1.1 This suggests a cormnent on the argume¡t of 1.4.

3.3.2 J. L. Mackie has an argument against the implication
from DER to Dr.

3.3.3 It seems plausíble to suppose that DER implies D1,
is therefore false.

3.3.4 However, DER does not imply Dt or DO.

3.3.5 If DER did imply D, or DO it would be false'

3.3.6 Moreover, DER would be false if it implied,D,, Dr,-
condition (P). But DER does inply Dt and (P), añd
fore is false.

3.4 DERfall.s into two parts, the first of which is obviously
recoverable.

4. VERIFTCATION AND ENTAILMENT

4.1 Let us consider a reformulation of the entailment argument'

Two connnon lines of criticism are worth considering.

However, the entail-ment argument does not, in any case,
survive the criticism that RID is not a condition on
cause and effect.

This leads us to consider von I^Iright's construal of the
issue between the causal theorist and the defender of
LCA in terms of the practical syllogism (PI).

üIhatever the nature of the "entailment" relation bet'¿een
ittã pt"*ises and conclusion of the practical syllogisn,
it cãnnot deliver the LCA conclusion.

4.3 lle may nov/ consider von i^Iright's requírement of independent
verifiability (R.TV) and its place ín his arguÏnent.

4.3.1 Von Inlright has not shown that RTV is not satisfied'

4.3.2 Indeed, it can be argued that RIV is satisfiable for
standard cases.

and

ora
there-

4.1.1

4.t.2

4.2.L

4.2.2



4.3.3

4.3.t¡

4.3.5

vl-

Examination of von I,rlrightts arguments for the inter-
ãäpãttãã"". of verifica[ion of the premises and conclusion
;i'ah¿ piactical syllogism reveals- (a) that the practieal
syfiðgiäm is an inâpprõpri_ate device for establishing
iiã-iõe conclusion ïia i5V; (b) that von i^Iright relies

nt whích, if ít were acc-
rest of his argument
ay he construes them, the
þractical sYllogism are,

able.

The l.iittgensteinian analysis itself is cloudy oT even
confused.

The whole of von l^Iright's argument is undercut by-
considerations of Chãpter 3, -which show that neither
DEä-;;;;-inããe¿, RIV äre conditions on cause and effect.
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I am indebted to M. C. Bradley, who has patiently

supervised this thesis, and from whorn I have learnt most

of what I know about philosophical analysis.




